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Cost of attending Tufts
increases by 5.33 percent

Rate of increase continues to climb, outpace inflation
by

Ben Gittleson

Daily Editorial Board

The cost of attending Tufts as an
undergraduate rose 5.33 percent
this year, as the amount the university charges for tuition, room and

board and other expenses continued to climb.
The $2,498 jump, to $49,358, tops
off a five-year period in which Tufts
has raised annual undergraduate
charges by over five percent each
year. This year’s rise is slightly higher

than last year’s 5.30-percent jump.
Dean of Undergraduate Education
James Glaser listed this year’s soaring energy costs and Tufts’ altered
“financial aid profile” as the primary
see TUITION, page 3
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Former Tufts administrator Jodie Nealley leaves court with her lawyer.

Alleged embezzlers arraigned
by

Rob Silverblatt

Daily Editorial Board

Former Tufts administrators Jodie
Nealley and Ray Rodriguez pled
not guilty during an
Aug. 12 arraignment
to charges that they
embezzled nearly
$1 million from
EMBEZZLEMENT
the university. In
CASE
the scandal’s most
recent plot twist, Nealley’s lawyer

alleged after the proceedings that
Rodriguez, out of spite, called in the
anonymous tip last year that led
auditors to investigate Nealley.
Nealley served as director of the
Office of Student Activities, which
has since been renamed the Office
for Campus Life, from 1996 until she
was fired in 2007. Rodriguez was the
office’s budget and fiscal coordinator
from 2001 to 2007.
see EMBEZZLEMENT, page 3

Statistics compiled by Ben Gittleson, graph created by Marianna Bender.

JJA claims success in fight for janitors Bacow joins group for
by Sarah

Butrymowicz

Daily Editorial Board

A student organization founded
last year to promote support for
Tufts’ janitors, the Jumbo Janitor
Alliance (JJA), says it had a significant impact in determining the
outcome of this summer’s contract
negotiations between Tufts’ janitors and their employer, American
Building Maintenance (ABM)
Industries.
While the JJA did not successfully convince the administration
to get involved in the negotiations,

the organization says it is satisfied
that highlights of the new contract
include higher wages and more
benefits for all janitors at Tufts.
The JJA held rallies and protests
on campus last school year and
continued its advocacy over the
summer. The group’s former cochair, senior Kevin Dillon, claimed
that Tufts purposely scheduled
negotiations during the summer
to avoid pressure from the students.
But students and janitors, organized by the labor union SEIU
Local 615, held a rally in Davis

Square on June 10 that drew press
coverage from the Somerville
Journal. The protesters went so far
as to block traffic, delaying motorists and leading some drivers to
use profanity.
“Sometimes people just don’t
get it; we’ve impeded their right to
drive for a minute,” JJA Secretary
and Treasurer Max Goldman, a
junior, told the Daily. “I think it
was a really good idea because it
got our point across.”
Even though they were blocking
see JANITORS, page 2

Major lender cuts private loans
by Sarah

Butrymowicz

Daily Editorial Board

When Massachusetts’ largest student-loan company
announced last month that
it would no longer be able
to offer private student loans
because of the credit crunch,
40,000 in-state students and
Massachusetts families scrambled to find other lenders.
While almost all of the 250
Tufts families who were affected have managed to secure
other funding, questions
remain about the fate of the
company, the Massachusetts
Educa t i o n a l
Fin a n c i n g
Authority (MEFA).
MEFA released an explor-

tuftsdaily.com
Visit our Web site for an audio
feature on the state’s decision
not to bail out MEFA.

Jo Duara/Tufts daily

atory statement on Thursday
to gauge consumer interest
in purchasing MEFA bonds. If
the company is successful in
attracting investors, it will be
able to provide loans again as
soon as September, spokesperson Jessica Belt said.

MEFA’s recent announcement about private loans follows one made in the spring,
when the company revealed
it would no longer be offering
federal loans.

Inside this issue

see LOANS, page 2
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A group of diverse high
schools serve as feeders for Tufts.

Athletes from the Class
of 2011 prove that the
transition to college
can be quick and easy.

see FEATURES, page 5

see SPORTS, back page

debate on drinking age
by Jeremy

White

Daily Editorial Board

University President Lawrence
Bacow has joined 127 other college presidents and chancellors in signing onto a project
encouraging discussion about
lowering the national drinking
age to 18.
The recently unveiled movement, known as the Amethyst
Initiative, calls for more vigorous debate about
the stringency of
drinking
laws, which
have failed
to effect
“s i g n i f i cant constructive
behavioral change”
and have
Daily file photo
fed
a
Lawrence Bacow
“culture of
dangerous,
clandestine “binge-drinking,”
according to the Initiative’s
online mission statement.
The Amethyst Initiative
is a recent offshoot of the
nonprofit
group
Choose
Responsibility (CR), which
former Middlebury College
President John McCardell
founded in December 2006 to
begin examining the consequences of the current drinking
age, said Grace Kronenberg,
Choose Responsibility’s assistant to the director.
Unlike Choose Responsi-

bility, which is currently focusing its effort on waiving or
removing a clause in the 1984
National Minimum Drinking
Age Act that withholds 10
percent of federal transportation funding from states that
do not set the legal age at
21, the Amethyst Initiative
advocates mere discussion
rather than explicit legislative
action. Its members are exclusively college presidents and
chancellors.
Noting a “worsening situation” in reference to alcoholrelated fatalities among 18-to24-year-olds, Kronenberg said
the steadily growing support
for the Amethyst Initiative
among leaders in higher education signals a willingness to
try a different approach.
“By signing this statement,
they are not raising a white
flag,” Kronenberg said. “They
are stepping up and saying
we need to pursue other solutions, because the status quo
isn’t working.”
Bacow wrote in an e-mail to
the Daily that efforts to combat binge drinking on campus and enforce the current
drinking age “have not been
effective,” and have potentially caused the unintended
side effect of “driving drinking underground, and in the
process, may have put more
students at risk.”
Although he has endorsed
the Amethyst Initiative’s aim
of opening a national debate,
see DRINKING, page 2
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Initiative’s critics: Wage increases might not keep up with inflation, Dillon says
tative Roxanna Rivera said. “[The tracts would have been reached
an impact in our community.”
stats prove current JanitorS
After the tabling, a number new contract] was ratified over- without the alliance’s efforts,”
Dillon said. He added that although
the students were “making of aldermen signed a letter to whelmingly by the membership.”
drinking age works cars,
Dillon and Goldman both agree the university never played an
way for the spirit of justice and University President Lawrence
continued from page 1

DRINKING

continued from page 1

Bacow expressed uncertainty
about whether lowering the
drinking age is the “correct
answer.”
The initiative has been met
with criticism from many politicians, newspapers and organizations, notably the group
Mothers Against Drunk Driving
(MADD).
David DeIuliis, a spokesperson for the organization, said
that his organization is receptive to dialogue about potential new methods of allaying
alcohol abuse, but he called
lowering the drinking age a
“failed experiment.”
He noted a correlative spike
in motor vehicle fatalities in
states that set the legal age
below 21 prior to 1984.
“Combating alcohol abuse
should begin with proper
enforcement of current laws,”
DeIuliis said.
“The fact of the matter is, [an
underage person] somewhere
is getting alcohol from someone who is over 21,” he said. “I
think what needs to happen is
we need to find those sources
and try to cut them off. I think
the key here is to as best as
we can reduce youth access to
alcohol.”
Such criticism has led two
college presidents to remove
themselves from the list.
One of them, Kendall
Blanchard of Georgia Southwestern State University,
told The New York Times that
he rescinded his support
because detractors had misunderstood the initiative’s
intentions.
“It was clear to me that they
didn’t see this as a dialogue;
they saw this as some kind of
effort on our part to turn our
schools into party schools,”
Blanchard told the Times.
But some say that detractors are missing the point,
and that while alcohol-related motor vehicle accidents
among young drivers have
gone down since 1984, other
factors have been at play.
“These include designated
driver programs and safer
roads and automobiles,” Ruth
Engs, an Indiana UniversityBloomington professor emeritus of applied health said in an
e-mail to the Daily. Engs has
done substantial research on
student drinking.
She also said that the
decrease in traffic accidents
in the early 1980s was partially
offset by lower grades among
students and an increase in
violence as universities worked
to enforce the new age.
Engs said that student
attempts to circumvent purchase laws have led to a culture
of clandestine binge drinking
reminiscent of Prohibition-era
“speakeasies.”
This type of behavior “is
not found in cultures where
the drinking age is lower,” she
said.
University Professor Sol
Gittleman, who has watched
the drinking age rise to 21
during his tenure at Tufts,
said that high alcohol use has
remained a constant for college students through changes in the law.
“I think there’s a culture of
drinking among young people
who think they’re immortal,”
Gittleman said. “The capacity of the American college
student to get emotionally
involved with booze has always
been there.”

for fair treatment in the area,”
Goldman said.
The JJA gained the support
of local politicians this summer,
including state Rep. Carl Sciortino
(LA ’00) and state Sen. Pat
Jehlen.
The alliance also enlisted the aid of Somerville
AldermanRebekahGewirtz,
who got involved after looking at how the wages Tufts
janitors earn relative to the
endowment of the university compare with those
of neighboring schools.
Before the new contract
was ratified on Aug. 11, all
Tufts janitors earned $13.85
an hour. Tufts’ endowment is approximately
$1.5 billion.
Boston University, a
school with an endowment
of $1.1 billion, pays its parttime janitors $14.66 an hour
and its full-time janitors
$19.54 an hour. According
to Dillon and Gewirtz,
Tufts’ relatively low wages
obligated many janitors to
work two or three jobs in
order to make a living.
“I think we should do
better than that,” Gewirtz
said. “My feeling is that
when an institution is
doing well, the lowest-paid
workers should be doing
well too.”
With the agreement
between the janitors’
union, SEIU Local 615, and
ABM, the janitors secured
an 80-cent-per-hour wage
increase every year for the
next four years, six more
personal days and a healthcare plan for full-time workers and
their families at a rate of $100 per
month.
Gewirtz helped the alliance
tweak a resolution supporting the
janitors and then submitted it at a
meeting of the Board of Aldermen.
Gewirtz said another alderman
objected to it on grounds of irrelevance, so the resolution was
tabled.
“I disagree with that objection,”
Gerwitz said. “I think wage issues
and issues of social justice do have

active role in the negotiations, the
“enormous amount of pressure”
Tufts received was what ensured
the successful outcome.
“I think it shows that the university, if pushed and pressured,
they’ll make the decisions they
need to make,” Dillon said.
“You have to be willing to push
strong enough in order to get
them to change.”
Roberto stands by his past
statement that a “mutually
satisfactory agreement” would
have been reached regardless,
but commends the group for
making the community at
Tufts more conscious of its
janitors.
“There is no doubt that student involvement increased
awareness on campus,”
Roberto said, adding that the
efforts of the JJA amounted to
“a good thing.”
According to Dillon, if there
is a flaw in the new contract,
it is in the magnitude of the
wage increase.
If inflation continues to rise
significantly, Dillon said, the
new wage increases may not
be able to keep up. “It’s the
duty of the university” in its
obligation to social justice to
make sure the janitors consistently earn living wages, Dillon
said.
Roberto pointed out that
on a percentage basis, the
courtesy Kevin dillon
increases are “slightly highThe Jumbo Janitor Alliance held rallies last
er than those in the Greater
semester and this summer. It credits the pressure
Boston area,” and above
it put on the school for some of the new beninflation.
efits Tufts’ janitors won in recent negotiations.
“Some people are thinking
that now that contract negotiations are over our group will
cease to exist,” JJA Co-Chair
“I’m happy with the contract,” Jeffrey Kimm told the Daily.
“Not only is this a 200 percent
Kimm says the mission stateincrease in days they can take off, Dillon said. “I think it will help out
ment of the group will remain to
but the doctor’s-note requirement the janitors at Tufts a lot.”
Vice President of Operational “build a community on campus
to take time off has been lifted,”
Dillon wrote in his blog dedicated Affairs John Roberto expressed between janitors as well as stuto supporting the janitors. “Now contentment with the contract as dents.”
This year the group will have
workers can take these days off well. The new contract addressed a
for any personal reason they deem number of issues that needed to be more experience and a broader
network of advocate groups in the
worked out, Roberto said.
necessary.”
“Certainly, I’m pleased that area under its belt, according to
“Obviously with the actual ratification vote, you can see that our OneSource [ABM] and SEIU Local Kimm. Goldman agrees that the
members were very much happy 615 were able to reach a contract,” new contracts are only the first of
many negotiations between janiwith the results of the negotia- he said.
“There’s no way that these con- tors and the Tufts community.
tions,” SEIU Local 615 represenBacow expressing their support for
the janitors, Gewirtz said.
The workers, who had only
three personal days last year, now
have nine.

that the new contract is a success
for the janitors and the JJA. “We
won a lot of the major things that
the workers wanted to see taken
care of,” Goldman said.

Patrick suggests bailing out major lender, but treasurer says no
loans

continued from page 1

“They did a really good job
at staying in touch with their
schools and their borrowers
over the spring,” Tufts’ Director
of Financial Aid Patricia Reilly
said. “We knew all along the
program was in question.”
At high-cost private colleges, students often use private loans — as opposed to
government-subsidized loans,
which go to the most in-need
students — when federal loans
don’t cover the whole bill.
State
senators
unanimously responded to MEFA’s
announcement that it was
halting loans by writing to
Gov. Deval Patrick and asking
him to take action.
“We were very concerned
about what we read,” Sen. Pat
Jehlen said.
In response, Patrick proposed investing $50 million of
the state’s pension into MEFA
bonds and requested that at
least ten colleges do the same
with some of their endowments.
University President Lawrence
Bacow was among the school
presidents that Patrick contacted with his proposal,
according to Vice President
of University Relations Mary
Jeka. Bacow “referred the issue

to our Investment Office for
review,” she said in an e-mail.
Massachusetts Treasurer
Timothy Cahill officially
announced that the state
would not provide any funding to MEFA, the Boston Globe
reported. Cahill had originally
objected to Patrick’s plan, proposing instead that the state
use taxpayers’ funds as collateral for MEFA, but ultimately
rejected both ideas. But Patrick
and the state Senate are leaving the door open to further
discussion.
Conversations
between
MEFA, a non-profit organization, and the governor continue regularly, MEFA spokesperson Jessica Belt said. But
Belt “can’t say one way or the
other” if state action has been
ruled out entirely.
“There is no question that
MEFA needs these funds to
offer families the most affordable opportunity to send
their children to school,” said
Cynthia Roy, a Patrick spokesperson.
“The governor will continue
to work with MEFA to make
sure low-interest loans are
available to students for this
entire school year.”
Tufts’ tuition bills were due
on Aug. 4, and for the most
part, Tufts students, includ-

ing those who had been planning on receiving loans from
MEFA, were able to pay on
time, Reilly said.
Similarly, about 300 students from the Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology
(MIT ) were MEFA borrowers, but almost all secured
other financing, said Daniel
Barkowitz, MIT’s director
of student financial aid and
student employment. “In the
short term, people are finding other ways to go through,”
Barkowitz said.
A survey conducted by the
Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities
in Massachusetts (AICUM)
echoed Reilly and Barkowitz’s
sentiments.
While the survey asked
some questions about MEFA
individually, it was not solely
focused on students who had
MEFA loans.
“Our survey was more aimed
at trying to understand how
many students were out there
looking at this late date, still
looking for loans and to also
get a better sense of if schools
felt that they had received
notification to make alternative plans for their students,”
AICUM President Richard
Doherty said.
Only a small number of stu-

dents on each campus were
having difficulty getting a
loan, and those who did were
mostly those who had poor
credit or were unwilling to
take on more debt.
But MEFA’s situation is
indicative in many ways of a
national trend affecting large
lending companies. Belt estimates that over 100 lenders
have been forced to drop out
due to the credit market since
the spring.
And even for private lenders that are still in business,
“it’s most likely much harder
to get approved,” said Kevin
Walker, CEO of SimpleTuition.
com. Walker anticipates that
150,000 to 200,000 students
nationwide will not be able to
get the private loans they need
this year.
One option is the Federal
PLUS Loan, a federally guaranteed parent loan, also recommended by Reilly.
In recent years, it has
become increasingly common
for students to take on their
own loans, as a result of a generational trend in which parents are increasingly older and
closer to retirement.
But with so many lenders
pulling out, Walker anticipates
the PLUS loan will become
popular again.
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Administration says rising prestige contributes to price hike
Tuition

continued from page 1

causes for the increase. University officials also
cited costly improvements to dorms, classrooms and research facilities, as well as rises in
faculty salaries and administrative costs.
Dean of Arts and Sciences Robert Sternberg
explained that “the financial situation of the
country” — particularly fuel costs that are
rising faster than the rate of inflation — has
hit Tufts hard. The university’s location in the
Northeast makes it especially susceptible to
fluctuations in energy prices, Sternberg said.
Sternberg also pointed to greater demands
on Tufts’ budget resulting from increasing
competition for faculty and staff as the university gains prestige.
“We’re competing for faculty like never
before,” Glaser agreed. “It all adds up and it’s
very expensive.”
Tuition alone will cost $37,952 for the 20082009 academic year, 5.9 percent more than
last year. The Office of Admissions estimates
that with incidentals like the price of books,
personal expenses and other fees included, the
total cost of a Tufts education has surpassed
the $50,000 mark, totaling $50,512.
This year marks the first time the administration has sent home a letter to parents
explaining the rationale behind its decision
to raise charges, according to Glaser. Parents
received the letter in late June.
“We thought in a time when people are
experiencing economic downturn this would
be something that we would want to face up
to,” said Glaser, who is a signatory to the letter
along with Sternberg and Dean of Engineering
Linda Abriola. “We’re not ashamed of it, but we
want to explain it.”
Since the 2001-02 school year, Tufts has

The alleged embezzlement of nearly $1 milbeen one of the most expensive of 12 schools
in a “comparison group” of colleges deter- lion in university funds by two former Office of
mined by the administration; the list includes Student Activities employees had no effect on
five of the eight Ivy League colleges. Last year, the increase in charges, Miller said.
According to Director of Financial Aid
Tufts’ tuition was the most expensive in the
group, while the university
ranked third Patricia Reilly, Tufts’ recent steps to guarantee
more financial
to last in total resiaid have put a
dent charges.
greater demand
Across the
on the financial
country, the averaid budget, and
age cost to attend
in turn on those
a private, four-year
who pay to attend
institution rose 6.3
Year
Total Costs
Tuition
the university.
percent in 20072008/09
$37,952
$5,428
“Beginning
2008 over the previ2007/08
$35,842
$5,220
with the Class of
ous academic year,
2006/07
$33,906
$5,020
2012, students
according to a report
2005/06
$31,828
$4,827
from
families
from the College
2004/05
$30,203
$4,640
with incomes of
Board.
2003/04
$28,896
$4,420
less than $40,000
Marc Miller, the
2002/03
$27,450
$4,250
have no loans,
director of adminis2001/02
$26,213
$4,087
and
therefore
tration and finance
2000/01
$25,062
$3,930
increased grants,
in the Office of the
in their financial
Dean of Arts and
aid packages,”
Sciences, said that
Tufts officials seek to change the rate as little Reilly said in an e-mail. “In addition, since we
have been able to accept the last two classes at
as possible.
“We look at the expenses that go into Tufts as need blind, we have seen [an] increase
providing the education and we [make] the in the percentage of each class who needs
minimum increase to balance the budget,” financial aid.”
Tufts’ various schools change their tuition
he said.
But the rate at which tuition and other rates at different paces. Tuition at the School
fees rise normally outpaces the national of Dental Medicine, which has the highest of
inflation rate, as it did this year, when infla- any Tufts school, rose by more than 6 percent
tion went up 4.19 percent between August to $51,200, while the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy increased the tuition rate of its
2007 and July 2008.
“Except for those schools that are extreme- Master of Arts in Law and Diplomacy (MALD),
ly well endowed, the cost of college tends to Master of Arts (MA), and Doctor of Philosophy
go up faster than the increase in inflation,” (Ph.D.) programs by 5.5 percent to $34,176.
In their letter explaining the tuition increase
said Sternberg.

Cost increases
this decade

to parents, the deans explained that the school
must strive to keep the quality of a Tufts education on par with the “high value” of a Tufts
degree.
“Because of the accomplishments of our
people — our students, faculty and alumni —
Tufts’ reputation continues to grow, and this
enhancement has real meaning to our graduates as they pursue their careers,” they said.
Jackilyn Spencer, mother of sophomore
Abbie, said that the letter’s explanation for the
charges was insufficient.
“I would like to have a good idea of what
that money is going for,” she said, noting that
she was especially concerned after problems
her daughter had with housing last year. “It’s
sort of like, we’re raising it and that’s that.”
But Spencer added that the additional
strain the increase would put on her family
was worth it. “Her education is of the utmost
importance, and although it’s going to be a
stretch, it’s a stretch we’re willing to make.”
John Schiller, who has three children at
Tufts, echoed those sentiments. His eldest,
Zachary (LA ’07), attended Tufts as an undergraduate and is now in the biomedical engineering master’s program.
Schiller said the discrepancy between inflation rates and tuition rises poses a problem
for parents. “I know that this always creates a
struggle for people because people’s compensation is not necessarily increasing at the same
rate,” he said. But he too thinks the high price
is offset by the value of a Tufts education.
Glaser said a goal of the administration
was to keep parents informed. “We’re really
interested in making sure that we’re transparent and that we’re communicating well with
people. We don’t want it to be a surprise,” he
said.

Looking back, students recall accused embezzler’s ‘taste for the good stuff’
Embezzlement

continued from page 1

Prosecutors in Middlesex County
District Attorney Gerry Leone’s
office have said that the pair worked
separately as they spent university
funds at stores ranging from Whole
Foods to Gucci and on a number of
international trips.
The money came from the
Student Activities Fee that each
student pays. Used to support the
various on-campus organizations, it
generates over $1 million each year.
Nealley’s alleged involvement
became public in November when
the Daily reported that she had
been fired for stealing approximately $300,000. Prosecutors now put
the number at $372,576.
Rodriguez, who is charged with
pilfering $604,873, was not publicly
implicated until a grand jury indicted him and Nealley on July 1.
Nealley was fired after Tufts
received the anonymous tip,
which yielded an audit by the university’s Audit and Management
Advisory Services (AMAS) Office.
Administrators say that when they
confronted Nealley with the results,
she admitted to taking at least some
money from the university.
Auditors then conducted a more
thorough investigation, which fingered Rodriguez as well.
According to Nealley’s lawyer,

Howard Lewis, of the firm Lewis
and Leeper, LLC, it was Rodriguez
who submitted the tip.
Lewis said that Rodriguez is trying to pass his crimes off on Nealley
because she declined to give him
a promotion, but that his actions
unexpectedly made him the author
of his own demise.
“It’s clear that Mr. Rodriguez
was angry ... and because of that,
he started making up allegations,”
Lewis told the Daily. “I would suggest that he has a deep-seated
hatred for Ms. Nealley, a jealousy.”
This information, Lewis said,
comes in part from documents
provided to him by Leone’s office.
Jessica Venezia, a spokesperson for
Leone, declined to comment on
whether her office has uncovered
such proof. Rodriguez’ attorney,
Steven Goldwyn of the firm Altman
and Altman, LLP, similarly would
not comment on Lewis’ accusation.
Still, Lewis would not say that his
client is not responsible for any of
the missing funds. “I’m not making
any claim right now,” he said.
Leone’s office says that the
embezzlement, which, in Nealley’s
case, began in 2001, gave the pair
a taste of the good life. Nealley is
alleged to have used stolen funds
in locations including IKEA, Whole
Foods, Omaha Steaks and Foxwoods
Resort and Casino.

Ray Rodriguez becomes budget and
fiscal coordinator. .

1996

Jodie Nealley is hired
as the director of
Tufts’ Office of Student Activities.

Until the arraignment, many
details of how the pair allegedly embezzled remained murky.
Following the proceedings, Leone’s
office released a court document
detailing the mechanisms.
The statement says that Nealley
used an account called Tufts
Lighting and Sound (TLS) as a front
for her crimes. The account, which
belonged to a defunct group, was
supposed to be closed in 2005.
According to Leone’s office,
Nealley maintained control over
it, transferring money from other
accounts to TLS. She then used a
TLS debit card to withdraw money
and purchase personal items, the
office said. These expenses allegedly
amounted to $9,965.26.
She is further charged with transferring $63,500 to her personal line
of credit and $91,000 to her Bank
of America checking account, withdrawing $174,908 in cash from the
TLS account, and writing herself
$25,003.58 in checks. An additional $8,200 in cash, prosecutors say,
came from the Rez, a café operated
by TSR.
Dean of Student Affairs Bruce
Reitman had no comment regarding how Nealley could have had
access to the TLS account after it
was thought to have been closed.
As for Rodriguez, Leone’s office
alleges that he opened a number

of credit cards using both his name
and that of the university, then used
Tufts funds to make purchases. He
is also charged with writing himself a check for $100,000 on Aug.
9, 2007.
In the wake of Nealley’s firing, the
university has implemented a number of reforms. On-campus offices
and the TCU Senate have been told
to close outside bank accounts in
order to consolidate the funds into
Tufts’ financial tracking system, and
a new oversight position, the business manager, has been added to
the Office for Campus Life. Annie
Wong, who was previously the
university’s Financial Information
Systems coordinator, filled the post
this summer.
The university says it is also
working to restore missing funds
to student groups, a promise that
administrators made as soon as
the embezzlement charges went
public.
Meanwhile, Rodriguez and
Nealley, who were released after the
arraignment on their own recognizance, await a pretrial hearing set
for Oct. 1. They have been ordered
to stay away from each other and
from witnesses in the case. They
have also been instructed to turn
in any Tufts keys and IDs that they
have. At their arraignment, both
declined to comment to the Daily.

Aug. 12, 2008

Timeline
1999

Rodriguez, prosecutors say, had a
more luxurious appetite and spent
hundreds of thousands of dollars
on high-end brands such as Gucci
and Prada. He also supposedly
visited cities ranging from Paris to
Montreal and went to Celine Dion
and Madonna concerts on Tufts’
dime.
Students who worked with
Nealley and Rodriguez have
expressed shock at the charges. But
looking back, some were able to
piece together parts of the puzzle.
Michael Meucci, then a junior and
the co-president of Tufts Student
Resources (TSR), told the Daily
in November that in the months
before Nealley was fired, the group
gave her additional control over its
funds because she had offered to
help improve money management.
Nealley has since been connected
to missing funds from that group, as
well as from the Tufts Community
Union (TCU) Senate.
In Rodriguez’ case, students
remember his extravagant clothing
choices and his penchant for travel.
“He definitely had a taste for the
good stuff,” former TCU Treasurer
John Valentine (LA ’06) told the
Daily last month. “I’ve walked into
his office a few times, and he was
talking about some of the cool places that he went. … It seemed like he
was definitely enjoying himself.”

Nov. 9, 2007
Aug. 9, 2007

Rodriguez
allegedly writes himself a
check for $100,000
from a university account.

July 9, 2007

An anonymous tip comes
in alleging that Nealley
has been stealing funds
from the OSA.

Nov. 16, 2007

Nealley is fired after a university
audit, spurred by an anonymous
tip, finds evidence that she allegedly
embezzled money from the Office
of Student Activities. Nealley allegedly admits to taking a portion of
the money.

Nealley’s lawyer, Howard Lewis, tells the Daily that Nealley
plans to plead not guilty if
she is taken to court for her
alleged embezzlement. “Once
this plays out, I think you’ll
see that there’s a reason how
this could have happened,”
he said at the time.

Jan. 31, 2008

Summer 2007

Rodriguez leaves his post
in the OSA, creating a temporary vaccuum of oversight in the department.

Nov. 15, 2007

Dean of Student Affairs
Bruce Reitman issues a
formal statement about
the incident, saying
that Tufts is “shocked,
disappointed and angered.”

April 28, 2008

The Middlesex District
Attorney’s office tells
the Daily that it is still
in the midst of an investigation and that
no charges have yet
been filed.

In a collaborative move between
the administration and student
government, Tufts announces that
it will create a new position to
oversee the handling of all money
used by student organizations.
The move is one in a series of
measures implemented to prevent
future cases of embezzlement.

At their joint arraignment, Nealley and Rodriguez both
enter pleas of not guilty and are released with out
bail. Afterwards, Nealley’s lawyer alleges that it was
Rodriguez who submitted the anonymous tip that led
to the two indictments.
The District Attorney’s office releases its statement of
case, which offers more details of the evidence against
Nealley and Rodriguez. Notably, the document claims
that Rodriguez admitted his guilt to police as they
searched his residence during their investigation.

July 1, 2008

A grand jury indicts Nealley on multiple counts of
larceny. In a twist that surprised even the Tufts administration, they also indict Rodriguez. His name had
not previously been mentioned in association with the
alleged embezzlement.
Joseph Golia takes over Nealley’s old post as the director of the OSA, which has since been renamed the
Office for Campus Life. “The priorities right now are to
sort of move forward and get people excited about a
new beginning,” Golia said at the time.
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Some schools more likely than others to be hungry for the Hill
As students seek continuity, high schools sharing Tufts’ goals have become feeders for the university
by Sarah

Bliss

Daily Editorial Board

For sophomore Ian Duncan-Brown,
Tufts provided the perfect combination
of location and reputation — and many
of his classmates at Newton North High
School agreed.
When Duncan-Brown matriculated
last year, he was one of many representatives from the Greater Boston area, an
indication of the university’s positive instate reputation.
“I was always familiar with Tufts
growing up, since it is a local school,”
Duncan-Brown said. “I remember my
Latin teacher went there and talked
about it frequently, but I didn’t seriously
consider it until junior year. [Attending]
the tour and open house sealed the deal
for me.”
His high school, along with others
nearby, has consistently been among
Tufts’ “feeder” schools, which send
numerous applications here every year.
Today, 12 students will be arriving from
Weston High School and nine each
from Belmont, Lexington and LincolnSudbury High Schools.
Though the university continues to
receive a large percentage of its applications from local-area schools, Tufts has
seen a steady rise in out-of-state feeder
schools, a trend that not only indicates
the arrival of a more diverse population,
but also reveals an increased familiarity with the Tufts name. Punahou High
School in Hawaii, the alma mater of
presidential nominee Sen. Barack Obama
(D-Ill.), is one example.
“I’ve been here a total of 16 years, and
from when I first started, the variety of
places where students are coming from
has definitely broadened,” Director of
Admissions Susan Garrity Ardizzoni said.
International schools also form part of
the pattern. The Hong Kong International
School, for example, has several representatives in the incoming class.
While Tufts’ prestigious academic
reputation has influenced its increasing
popularity, Ardizzoni said that the connection between a student’s high school
and college experiences is another driving force.
“I think that there are some schools
where the philosophy of the high school
matches the philosophy at Tufts,”
Ardizzoni said. “Some students have
already seen active citizenship at work,
so when people read about and talk
to people about Tufts, the school’s vibe
comes through, and they can make that

connection with us. For others, it may be
an academic connection, or the ability to
be involved on a larger scale in an extracurricular they enjoyed in high school.”
A graduate of Georgetown Day School
(GDS) in Washington, D.C., a school with
a Tufts enrollment rate of three to four
students per year, junior Alex Masurovsky
believes the atmosphere at his high
school piqued his interest and eventually
persuaded him to enroll at Tufts.
“My high school was a very progressive and liberal school,” Masurovsky
said. “Tufts definitely has that reputation as well and has a similar mindset to
GDS compared to other universities.”
The appeal of Tufts’ International
Relations program also holds great
weight for students, said GDS college
counselor Christopher Miller.
“A lot of our students are interested in
global issues, and many do a lot of community service abroad, so Tufts’ focus on
international education is very attractive,”
Miller said. “However, I think that the biggest reason is that our students who have
attended Tufts have had great experiences,
and that [precedent] says a lot.”
Junior Becky Gallagher, who attended
Princeton Day School (PDS) in Princeton,
N.J., said that Tufts offered the perfect transition from the small, personal environment she experienced during high school.
The fact that Tufts is urban and more
concretely pre-professional than schools
like Williams or Dartmouth College appeals
to many students at PDS who are ready to
go out into the world, Gallagher said. Class
size also figured into her decision.
“At PDS, we got accustomed to small
classes and knew that they were useful,
but I also think people really craved a big
anonymous lecture too,” Gallagher said.
“Tufts offered both.”
Beyond class size and academic
opportunities, many students are initially attracted by Tufts’ location and
the opportunities a big city like Boston
offers, but, in many cases, Tufts’ academics and extracurricular activities
eventually overshadow Boston’s allure,
Ardizzoni said.
“For students who are coming from
outside New England to visit, Boston
is the initial attraction,” she said. “But
once they dig a little bit deeper, students develop a level of comfort seeing
that their interests in the classroom or
extracurricular activities are going to be
fulfilled. For students who are excited
about learning and have a variety of
interests yet are struggling to make them
all work together, attending Tufts is an

Aalok Kanani/Tufts Daily

A set of parents walks by Bendetson Hall, where Tufts’ admissions decisions are made. For
Boston-area high schools, sending several students to the Hill each year is not uncommon.
academic adventure.”
Marlborough School, a small private
school in Los Angeles, reported 21 Tufts
applicants and two enrollees in a graduating class of 97 students this year. In an
organized tour of the East Coast during
spring break, Marlborough provides its
sophomore and junior students with a
glimpse of 20 of the region’s top universities.
“Before I went on the college tour my

sophomore year and visited Tufts, it wasn’t
even on my radar,” said junior Allison
Turrill, an alumna of Marlborough School.
“[But] it was the last school that we visited
on the tour, and we were all so exhausted.
I don’t think I would have applied to Tufts
if my college counselor hadn’t suggested it
two years later.”
The thorough counseling process prosee FEEDER SCHOOLS, page 7

As popular plastic comes under increased scrutiny for potential risks, Nalgene makes switch
by

Meghan Pesch

Daily Editorial Board

Persistent reminders of
global warming and the depletion of natural resources have
helped turn Nalgene bottles
into a staple on college campuses. The benefits of drinking
liters of water a day — coupled
with convenient, reusability—
have made the product a near
necessity.
So when some recent research
showed the trusted Nalgene plastic was potentially poisonous to
its users, the company was forced
to rethink its magic formula.
With recent studies linking
bisphenol A (BPA), an ingredient in plastic Nalgenes, to birth
defects, cancer and diabetes,
Nalgene decided to switch to
less controversial materials.
Professor Ana Soto of Tufts’
School of Medicine, who has
been working with BPA and its
effect on mice, has found that
exposure to the material while
still in the womb influences a
mouse’s growth during puber-

ty such that it is more likely to
develop breast cancer.
Soto’s findings, which match
those of many other researchers, have raised red flags for
the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, which
stated in a report that the
“possibility that [BPA] may
alter human development cannot be dismissed,” despite the
admission that BPA’s effects on
humans are still unknown.
As products with BPA are
heated or aged, the toxin is
more likely to leach out, contaminating the food or liquid
stored in it.
While most Americans have
what the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) deem a safe
amount of BPA in their systems, the wave of controversy
surrounding the material has
led Nalgene to discontinue its
use in bottles and other products.
Steve Silverman, the general
manager of Nalgene, said that
while he believes the company’s original product was safe,

customers were concerned
nonetheless. “BPA is safe for
its intended use. However, our
customers indicated they preferred BPA-free alternatives,
and we acted in response to
those concerns,” he said in a
press release.
Since releasting that statement, Nalgene has made every
effort to disconnect its name
from the potentially toxic plastic. The company’s new Web
site, nalgenechoice.com, promotes “drink[ing] responsibly”
and prominently advertises all
of its products as BPA free.
In the United States, BPA is
so prevalent that the CDC has
reported that 93 percent of people have some level of BPA in
their bloodstreams. Besides its
presence in Nalgenes, BPA is also
used in baby bottles, food can
liners, dental sealants, CDs and
DVDs. Domestically, more than
6 million pounds of the product
are produced each year.
Of the products that use
BPA, canned-food linings have
raised the greatest amount of

concern. The Environmental
Working Group, a nonprofit
research organization, found
that for one in every 10 cans
of food tested, a single serving contained BPA levels more
than 200 times higher than the
government traditionally considers safe for such industrial
chemicals.
But there are currently no
safety standards preventing or
restricting the use of BPA in
the United States.
As BPA has many widespread uses, Nalgene is not the
only company to be jarred by
research suggesting it has harmful effects. In April, Canada
decided to list the compound
as a toxic substance under its
Environmental Protection Act.
California has followed suit
by constructing a bill that, if
passed, would ban any detectable level of BPA in all toys and
child care products sold there.
In anticipation of legislation
restricting BPA levels in food
containers, other materials
are being developed to take its

place.
While polyethylene has similar heat, chemical and impact
resistance to the BPA plastic, it
lacks clarity. Another alternative,
Tritan copolyester, offers higher
chemical resistance, transparency and versatility.
Some of the industries that
heavily rely on BPA are able to
find alternatives, but the canning industry says it cannot,
claiming to need BPA in the
epoxy resin lining that keeps
the metal can itself from corroding and leaching toxins
into the food.
While the debate as to whether BPA is safe for humans has
taken hold in the research world,
sparking major media coverage,
college students — major players in the market for plastic bottling — seem unfazed.
“[The Nalgene issue] worried me a little, but not enough
to stop me from using my
Nalgene,” sophomore Emily
Lin said. “I think I would actusee NALGENES, page 7
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BPA health concerns result in
Nalgene bottle material switch
NALGENE

continued from page 5

ally had to have seen the proof
of its harmful effects or at least
know more details about what
they found in the research.”
Sophomore Vicki Eastman
said that the risk wouldn’t
change her habits because the
convenience of a Nalgene is
more important to her.
“I’m not really affected by the
news,” she said. “Other people
come up with reasons to fear
life, ... but I bought mine to
carry water.”

Jo duara/Tufts Daily

BPA elimination ensures safe drinking.

Tufts does not play favorites in
admissions choices, says Ardizzoni
FEEDER SCHOOLS
continued from page 5

vided at many private schools,
including Marlborough School
and GDS, assists in exposing students to small liberal arts schools
outside of their typical scope.
Marlborough students are
asked to meet multiple times
with an assigned college counselor, in addition to filling out
a six-page questionnaire that
focuses on the aspects a student desires in his or her college experience.
“One of the things we ask
our students to do is talk about
the characteristics they are
looking for in a college,” said
Susan Lewandowski, director of college counseling at
Marlborough. “Whenever East
Coast, urban and mid-range
are on the list, we definitely
promote Tufts, which typically
gets more students than any
other East Coast school.”
While these particular relationships may seem strong
in comparison to other high

school ties, Ardizzoni insisted that any connections are
a result of the volume of students enrolling, not vice versa.
“I think there is a natural
reason why we may have more
contact with counselors from
schools that have a higher volume of applicants,” Ardizzoni
said. “There are more students,
so they have more questions.
It is not at all favoritism.”
Each fall, the Tufts admissions staff travels extensively
throughout the United States
and internationally to Asia,
Europe, Latin America and
the Middle East in an attempt
to identify new schools from
which Tufts can attract students.
“We are visiting many different types of high schools,
and while schools that send
large numbers of applications
are important, we are looking
to expand the reach of Tufts
[to students] who normally
wouldn’t think of applying,”
Ardizzoni said.
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EDITORIAL

Making it happen

Robert S. Silverblatt
Editor-in-Chief

Editorial | Letters

And so it begins, Class of 2012 –
that yearly ritual wherein scores of
fresh-faced students descend upon our
prized institution of higher learning.
While you brace yourselves against
the onslaught of new people and new
places, a barrage of work and extracurriculars does its best to drive you
insane.
We won’t lie to you. We’re actually
kind of jealous.
Every year, those of us nearing graduation plead with you to enjoy your
time here because it will be over so very
quickly. You won’t listen to us, of course
– and why should you? Your future
stretches out luxuriously before you
toward an infinite horizon full of parties and papers and clandestine capers,
while ours hold the promise of exciting
prospects such as health insurance and
the federal income tax.
Yes, you’ll scoff at our well-meaning
but mystifying rants, quickly identifying us as the kind of fanatical perpetual
students with whom you have nothing
in common and who you will never,
ever become. Our ramblings don’t concern you; you’ve got four whole years
left (five or six if you’re especially lucky
or inept), and the fun is just beginning.

But four years from now this editorial will seem surprisingly prescient,
and you (yes, even you) will take to
buttonholing bewildered freshmen on
Professors Row and screaming at them
that the end is nigh.
“Take a class on something that you
know nothing about!” you’ll say.
“Don’t obsess about your grades!”
you’ll yell.
“Starting a Fight Club is more fun
as a concept than as a reality!” you’ll
shout, possibly through broken teeth
and a shattered jaw.
And while you may not form such a
club, you will still find plenty of unusual things to enjoy. In an editorial we
printed in this issue two years ago, we
at the Daily compassionately wrote that
“your parents will forgive you for the
C’s you received first semester, as all of
our parents once did (with the exception of the parents of my roommate,
who is still coasting at a cool 4.0. If you
see him, congratulate him).”
Several months later, while attending
a Tufts-sponsored program in Talloires,
France, this brilliant engineer roommate received his very own C from
a class entitled “Flowers of the Alps,”
which consisted primarily of nature

walks and botanical identification. He
is currently prouder of that C than any
A on his transcript. You will talk about
these things happily as “just part of the
college experience,” and you will be
absolutely right. The experiences you
have here will, in the parlance of the
brochure that drips with nostalgia, last
you a lifetime.
But these experiences don’t just happen by themselves. You have a long road
ahead of you, but it will be a singularly
unremarkable one if you refuse to take
advantage of the possibilities it offers.
All this is not to say that you must
dash around racking up “experiences”
as quickly as possible. There is certainly something to be said for moderation (although what that “something”
is temporarily escapes us), and a rabid
pursuit of story-worthy events is likely to make you unpopular with your
peers, as well as vaguely creepy. There
will be plenty of moments for you to
enjoy while you’re here.
So please excuse our panicked ranting about experiences and moments.
For those of us who are on our way out,
they went by all too quickly.
Welcome to Tufts. You are very, very
lucky.

Wayne Stayskal
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What we can do for you
Hey there! Feeling well oriented?
Or still wandering around wide-eyed,
trying desperately to find somebody
who looks old enough to know where
Pearson Hall is? I know that in my case,
it took me a good two weeks to figure
out how to get from my room to the
Carmichael Dining Hall. Oh, and did I
mention that I lived in Carmichael?
By this point, countless people have
told you about what you need to do to
get used to Tufts. But while grandpa’s
suggestion that you avoid speakeasies
and mom’s beautifully wrapped can of
pepper spray were certainly heartfelt,
they will do little in the way of making
you a full-fledged member of the Tufts
community.
That’s where we come in. To become
engaged in a community, you first
need to learn about it. Sound enticing?
Well, then keep an eye on the day-today happenings we bring to you in
our News section. Spot a trend you’d
like to learn more about? No worries; we offer you our Features section.
Running low on Jumbo spirit? Not a
problem; you can get a refill by reading

EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials that appear on this page are written by the Editorial Page editors,
and individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of the Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and
graphics does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Tufts Daily editorial board.

Sports. Looking for a little culture? Arts
has it for you! And if that’s not enough,
we have more in real time. Be sure to
check out the revamped TuftsDaily.
com not only for your news, but also
for our blogs and nifty audio-visual
features.
Understanding a community, of
course, is more complicated than just
following its news. After all, I’m sure
somewhere along the way, somebody
told you that college is about growing
intellectually and sharing ideas. We
have that covered too, so don’t forget
to peruse our Op-Ed section to see
what others are thinking. And send in
your own opinions while you’re at it.
Or better yet, you can come write for
us. Or join our business department or
design team. It’s a great way to keep
a finger on the pulse of the campus;
and you might even figure out where
Pearson is in the process.
That said, we haven’t forgotten that
you, like most Tufts students, will also
try to save the world — or at least make
it a better place — in between meeting
your roommate (mine had a cuckoo

clock that went off every half hour all
night — Hi, Mike!) and getting used to
your classes and extracurricular activities. So we know you’re not going to
forget about that other community —
you know, the international one.
But while we don’t expect the Daily
to completely replace your addiction
to The New York Times or The Wall
Street Journal (although I hear there’s
a patch for that), we certainly hope
to complement it. I have the good
fortune of hailing from Scranton, Pa.,
the famed home of the Dunder Mifflin
Paper Company. While Dunder Mifflin
can never quite beat the prices of
Staples or OfficeMax, it has a lot to
offer that its competitors can’t: quality
customer service, for example.
Oh, and a perpetually peeved little
man who shouts third-grade insults as
he attempts to remove his stapler from
its Jell-O encasing.
Take that, New York Times!
Sincerely,
Rob Silverblatt
Editor-in-Chief

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 4 p.m. and should be handed
into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com. All letters must be word processed and
include the writer’s name and telephone number. There is a 350-word limit and letters must
be verified. The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy is subject
to the approval of the Editor-in-Chief, Executive Board
and Executive Business Director. A publication schedule and rate card are available upon request.
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Theater Preview

Tufts theatrical performances abound during Orientation Week
by

Emma Bushnell

Daily Editorial Board

Orientation is a daunting week for
freshmen. It is a time for hooking up
printers, awkward first encounters
with roommates, language placement
exams and jet lag — not to mention
this infernal humidity. In the middle
of all this stress, what could be better
than a night or two of music and comedy, conveniently located downhill at
the Balch Arena Theater?
Over the course of the week, Tufts’
performing arts umbrella organization,
Pens, Paint, and Pretzels (known to
anyone with respect for lung capacity
as 3Ps), will present a bevy of performances ranging anywhere from witty
British farce to mime.
These performances may be seen
as a time to kick back and relax, but
viewers will find themselves energized
and involved in this showcase of Tufts
talent. Participation is even sometimes
mandatory, as audience members
assume an important role in the musical theater organization Torn Ticket II’s
“The 25th Annual Balch Arena Spelling
Bee.”
The three major Orientation Week
performances display the range and
depth of student talent at Tufts. At
the Comedy Show on Aug. 28, the full

force of sketch comedy, improv, children’s theater, student-written work
and mime combine to make for a riveting night.
Major:Undecided, Tufts’ sketch comedy troupe, will perform four studentwritten sketches, with three of the four
featuring a college theme. “These are
just something fun to start off with
— a chance to show the kind of new,
crazy things we like to do,” said senior
Rachel Chervin, the director of M:U.
Also from the student-written sector
is the group Bare Bodkin, which will
showcase a 10-minute play by sophomore Aaron Zucker titled “In Distress.”
Originally written for a playwriting
class, the play follows the trials and
tribulations of a damsel with a penchant for putting herself in harm’s way,
and the devoted prince and evil villain
who are taken for a ride.
Cheap Sox, Tufts’ short- and longform improv comedy troupe, will also
make an appearance in the Comedy
show. The 23-year-old troupe will be
in the mix with HYPE!, Tufts’ and New
England’s only collegiate mime troupe,
and Traveling Treasure Trunk, a children’s theater troupe. Performances
from Traveling Treasure Trunk will be tailored to a college audience for the show,
though one play for children, “Where the
Wild Things Are,” will be incorporated.

Jo Duara/Tufts Daily

Torn Ticket II’s “Spelling Bee” musical shows that dancing vastly improves spelling ability.
On Aug. 31 and Sept. 1, 3Ps brings a
one-two punch with the British farce
“Black Comedy,” followed by a spin off
of a popular Broadway show, “The 25th

Annual Balch Arena Spelling Bee.”
For those who prefer a more tradisee ORIENTATION, page 14

Interview | Dr. Robert Morris

Album Review

The Academy Is... lags ‘The Blue Death’ author Morris taps
behind with ‘Fast Times’ into water-related health concerns
by

Grant Beighley

Daily Editorial Board

The Academy Is… has most
often been described using
broad terms such as ‘up and
coming,’ or ‘the next big thing,’
since their debut, a self-titled
EP, in 2004.
In its latest release, “Fast
Times at Barrington High,”
however, the band shows its
inability to provoke any morespecific positive praise. The
album does mark an inevitable
maturing of sorts, but underneath it all, The Academy has
finally given into the fact that
it’ll never be an A-list group.
Originally from Hoffman
Estates, Ill., The Academy Is…
rose to its current popularity by making connections
with fellow Chicago scenester Pete Wentz (bassist for Fall
Out Boy), and consequently
signing a few months later
to his record label imprint,
Decaydence (also the home
of Paramore and Panic at the
Disco).
In 2005 the band relased its
debut album, “Almost Here,”
which was received with open
arms by the scene crowd, but

failed to make any sort of big
splash.
In 2007, the follow-up
album, “Santi,” took the band’s
sound in several new directions, making for a very scattered but insightful album.
“Santi” ventured into the
genres of new wave and classic
rock, staying slightly emo all
the while; but the lack of cohesion made the record difficult
to swallow, and disappointing
sales soon followed.
With
“Fast
Times
at
Barrington High,” the group
abandoned all but a few creative paths. The first track
off the album, “About a Girl,”
could easily be found among
the many carbon-copy punkpop songs that clutter the airwaves.
The chorus is slightly catchy,
but far from anything that
sticks, and frontman William
Beckett’s distinctively dry
vocals have been smoothed
out with overproduction, rendering him as yet another
skinny scenester boy with a
half-decent voice.
Even the subject matter is
see ACADEMY, page 14

by

Mike Adams

Daily Editorial Board

Earlier this month, each
incoming
Tufts
student
received a free copy of the
book “The Blue Death:
Disease, Disaster, and the
Water We Drink” (2007)
by Dr. Robert Morris, courtesy of the Tufts University
Alumni Association and the
Tisch College of Citizenship
and Public Service. The book,
which is both captivating and
shocking, tells the story of
modern public water supplies
and the fight against disease.
The book’s narrative style,
a presentation of the great
minds that fought for clean
water and the stubborn institutions that often opposed
them, reads more like it was
written by a seasoned author
than an epidemiologist.
Dr. Morris’ career has featured a stint at Tufts Medical
School, where he taught from
1996-2002. He will return to
the Hill on Tuesday, Sept.
2 at 7:00 p.m. in Cohen
Auditorium for a lecture and
book signing.
The Daily caught up with
Dr. Morris over the phone to
ask what Tufts students can
do to promote clean drinking water and become active
citizens.
Mike Adams: Why do you
think your book was chosen
to give out to all incoming
freshmen? What kind of message do you hope will resonate with this audience considering most do not have a
developed interest in public
health or epidemiology?

lastfm.fr

Mullets and scarves: back in.

Robert Morris: I mean, they
probably all drink water. But
I guess it seems to me that
the book intended to operate
on several different levels.

One is simply to tell people
the story of drinking water,
which … on the one hand is
something that most people
don’t pay attention to and
tend to take for granted and
on the other hand is something that people should
know about and it involves a
fascinating story.
But I think the book operates as an interesting story.
It operates as a story about
something that is important
but people aren’t terribly
aware of ... There’s an underlying theme to it which is that
in general we tend to take
things for granted; we tend
to assume things are safe,
and when somebody suggests
they’re not the initial reaction
is ‘of course this is safe, we’ve
been doing this for years.
Why wouldn’t it be safe?’
We’ve been drinking out of
the Thames for a long time;
why would you think it could
be spreading cholera? Or
we’ve been chlorinating our
water for years, why would
there be anything wrong with
chlorine?
MA: Given all the obstacles
to change in the issues that
you present, what strategy do
you think it takes to induce
change in an issue like drinking water?
RM: There’s two ways to
change things. One is for a
disaster to happen, and that
kind of leaves everybody
scurrying for the exits and
wondering what the solution
might be. And there are plenty of examples of that.
And the other is persistence, and really part of the
reason I wrote the book is to
raise awareness and if you
keep doing that, hopefully
change can happen without
a disaster.

Courtesy Dr. Robert Morris

Dr. Robert Morris will speak on the
Hill Tuesday to delve deeper into
the past and future of our water.
MA: Are you optimistic about
that? What kind of reaction
has this book gotten from
some of the same people
who were critical of your earlier studies that were mentioned?
RM: I learned this only recently. I was invited to speak at
a conference in Canada, the
Canadian Water Research
Network — all the people
who do research on drinking
water in Canada. The person who invited me said,‘You
know, I’m involved with
the American Waterworks
Association … and I kept getting these e-mails that your
book would be coming out and
this is how I should respond
to it and this is the news and
reportings we should use to
respond to the claims in the
book, and when I got five or
six of these e-mails I decided
maybe I should get out and
read this book.’
see MORRIS, page 14
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Dr. Robert Morris relays the often overlooked dangers bottled up in tap water
MORRIS

continued from page 13

So I think within the drinking water
establishment the response has been
very defensive. On the other hand I
do think there are people working in
supplying drinking water who have
been quite interested in the book.
It probably says something that
it was the Canadians that invited
me to speak.
MA: Do you think there are some valuable partners that exist among special
interest groups whose priorities might
lie in issues other than public health,
like anti-bottled water groups?
RM: I think the movement against
bottled water is certainly right; the
basic idea is right. The response has
tended to be we should just be drinking tap water. Our tap water is fine
and bottled water is just tap water in
a bottle. It can lead to not looking very
closely at the issue.
The whole critique of Aquafina and
Dasani as being just tap water…well,
in fact, it’s tap water that has been
highly filtered after it comes out of the
tap, which is unlike what most people
drink from the tap. So I think there’s
an opportunity in the movement and
in their reaction against bottled water
in that it brings people’s attention to
the question, ‘Where should I get my
water?’
In fact I think people drink bottled
water for a variety of reasons. Among
them I think is the fact that they’re not
totally comfortable with tap water, or
they don’t like the taste of chlorine in
tap water.
So I think it’s an opportunity to
say ‘Yes, we should move away from
bottled water,’ but let’s improve our
tap water and find ways to improve the
quality of tap water as good or better
than what was in the bottled water …

It’s a much more efficient way to provide clean water than shipping around
millions of tons of bottled water, not
to mention the problem of making and
disposing of bottles.
MA: Can you think of any specific
groups that are playing a positive role

“There’s two ways to change
things. One is for a disaster
to happen… the other is persistence and really part of the
reason I wrote the book is to
raise awareness and if you
keep doing that, hopefully
change can happen without
a disaster.”
Dr. Robert Morris
author, “The Blue Death”

in the improvement of public water
systems? Who can ordinary citizens
with no background in government or
health turn to if they are looking to get
involved?
RM: There is a group called Clean
Water Action. I ought to start something in health because there is a big
gap there in terms of organizations for
people interested in the issue, but the
one organization I know of that works
on this is Clean Water Action and they
are actually an umbrella organization
with a number of different projects on
a number of varying degrees of drinking water issues.

harpercollins.com

“The Blue Death” confronts the world’s current water system problems and proposes a set
of solutions to improve the quality of our water.

O-Week performances range
from the traditional to unusual

After four years, The Academy Is... fails to
change its tune; ‘Fast Times’ is more of the same

orientation

ACADEMY

continued from page 13

tional format, “Black Comedy”
and “Spelling Bee” will (sort
of ) fit the description. “Black
Comedy,” written by Peter
Schaffer, is a blend of wit and
highbrow humor with a touch
of slapstick.
The show takes place during
an art showing in an apartment, when a sudden and devastating power outage occurs.
Mistaken identities abound,
along with hilarious characterizations envisioned by the
director, junior Jess Bidgood,
who is also a features editor
for the Daily and a long-time
3Ps actor making her directorial debut.
Following
intermission,
Torn Ticket II presents what

director Jeewon Kim, a sophomore, terms “an abbreviated
version” of the Broadway hit,
“The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee,” tailored
to the incoming freshman
class.
The show features a mock
spelling bee with quirky, larger-than-life characters showing off their spelling skills
against audience volunteers.
The show is lively and hilarious, and the purpose, according to Kim, is really “to give
everyone a good time.”
This vast 3Ps lineup for
Orientation Week provides the
perfect entertaining opportunity to observe and explore
the exciting possibilities for
involvement in the many student theater groups at Tufts.

Courtesy Traveling Treasure Trunk

Traveling Treasure Trunk get down on a child’s level — literally and figuratively.

continued from page 13

painstakingly mundane, with
Beckett singing, “I’m not in
love/ This is not my heart/
I’m not going to waste these
words/ About a girl.”
The first single and second
cut on the record is “Summer
Hair = Forever Young.” If the
band was hoping to match
the success of Rod Stewart’s
“Forever Young” by literally
equating the two songs, it

But on “Fast Times…”
every member intentionally dresses in
simple jeans and a
flashy pastel T-shirts.
The material on the
album is pure fluff, so
it’s only fitting that
the band becomes
just as fluffy in
appearance.
really muffed this one up.
The song is nearly identical
to “Girl,” and it only makes
matters worse that the chorus
reads, “I’ll never let you go/
Don’t ever forget/ You and me
forever/ Forever young.” It’s
hard to believe these words
came from the same man who
penned some of the introspective and discerning lyrics
on “Santi.”
The only track that truly
stood out from the banality of the rest was “Rumored
Nights,” a drowsy Robert

amazon.com

...awkward.
Smith-influenced number that
cuts out the unnecessary fluff
found in the rest of the songs.
Despite the fact that the lyrics deal with disillusionment
of lost love, “Rumored” is in
fact the brightest spot on the
entire album.
What truly gives “Fast Times
at Barrington High” away as a
reach towards pop-chart success is the band’s image in the
cover and jacket art.
From the first days of the
band, the members always
associated themselves with
a high-art crowd, dressing
with skinny jeans, suede jackets and cleverly placed ban-

danas. But on “Fast Times at
Barrington High” every member intentionally dresses in
simple jeans and flashy pastel
T-shirts. The material on the
album is pure fluff, so it’s only
fitting that the band becomes
just as fluffy in appearance.
With its third album, The
Academy Is… stood to fully
separate itself from the pack
of rock drones in the music
world, but instead the group
took the easy way out.
“Fast Times at Barrington
High” at times sounded like a
half-effort and at others represented a full push toward becoming fully blasé and predictable.
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Superman works for a daily paper.
You could, too!

Send an e-mail to daily@tuftsdaily.com
or see us at the Activities Fair to learn how
you can become part of Tufts’ top source for
campus news.
Writers, editors, photographers, graphic designers and
technology experts welcome.
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Djokovic brings in hardware as all
eyes remain on Nadal-Federer rivalry
US Open

continued from page 20

now sits as the tournament’s second seed
after enjoying 237 consecutive weeks as
the world’s best. Needless to say, Federer is
experiencing nothing short of an off year,
with only two singles titles to his name in
2008, neither of which are major or ATP
Masters Series titles.
Federer came up short in both defending his Australian Open title with a semifinal loss to eventual champion Novak
Djokovic of Serbia (seeded third in the
world and at the US Open this year) and
his Wimbledon title, which he surrendered
to Nadal after an epic five-set marathon
match in July. The Swiss’ questionable
performance this year might indicate a
greater tumble from the top, but it’s impossible to count out his fire and the champion’s edge he brings every time he steps
on court.

After a breakout year
for the former world No. 2
Nadal, who rose for the first
time to the world No. 1 spot
on Aug. 18, the 22-year-old
Spaniard enters his first
Grand Slam tournament as
the seeded favorite to take
home his first US Open title.
With 12 major titles to his name to
date, four of them coming from the US
Open, Federer will almost certainly fight
his hardest to salvage at least one critical win out of an otherwise lackluster
year. One can only expect the recently
dethroned king of tennis to throw his
entire body and mind into defending his
crown at Flushing Meadows.
While recent history would seem to
demonstrate that the newly coronated
Nadal will face Federer in the finals
this year, it’s worth noting that the
Spaniard has underperformed in the
past at the Open, never going beyond
the quarterfinals.
And then of course there is Djokovic,
who at 21 has already shown his mettle as
the world No. 3 and a Grand Slam winner.

With immense talent at his disposal, the
young Serb is a contender in any tournament he enters, but Djokovic’s maturity
remains an issue as his play remains relatively undisciplined compared to proven
champions like Nadal and Federer.
Granted that the safest pick to win the
Open this year is one of these three, there
are a number of other proven players in the
field who could rock the boat and readily
alter the outcome.
Russian Nikolay Davydenko and
Scotsman Andy Murray notched the fifth
and sixth seeds, respectively, after posting
solid years on the tour. Davydenko overcame Nadal to win the Miami Masters on
hardcourt to go along with two other titles
this year, while the hot-blooded Murray
has continued his upward trend to a careerhigh world No. 6 ranking on the heels of his
first ATP Masters Series win in Cincinnati
on Aug. 3, coupled with two other hardcourt wins earlier this year.
Like Djokovic, Murray possesses both youth and talent, and the right
combination of those two things at
the US Open could spell success for
the Scotsman.
Once again, Americans Andy Roddick
and James Blake cracked the top 10 in
seedings at Flushing Meadows this year,
taking the No. 8 and 9 seeds, respectively.
Roddick has witnessed noticeably more
success over his career than Blake in the
tournament, including a win there in 2003
for his only Grand Slam title, and a runner-up showing in 2006 when he lost to
Federer. That said, Roddick has notched
only two titles this season and has made no
real headway at any of the major events.
Blake meanwhile has never advanced
beyond the quarterfinals in any Grand
Slam event and remains titleless thus far
this season, although he did beat Federer
at the Olympics. While the odds of either
American making a serious run this year at
the Open remain low, they will likely benefit from having a friendly crowd at their
backs every time they take the court.
Still, the safe money this year is on either
Nadal or Federer. And given Nadal’s suspect performance at Flushing Meadows
in the past and Federer’s determination to
save some face after a (relatively) dismal
year, don’t be surprised if Nadal becomes
the victim of an upset at the hands of
Federer in his new role as the underdog in
their continuing rivalry.

Laura Schultz/Tufts Daily

Sophomore Colleen Hart said that playing on a women’s basketball team loaded with veterans alleviated pressure during her first season of collegiate competition.

Teammates, freshman and veteran
alike, can ease transition to college
FRESHMeN

continued from page 20

mates, who experience the same adjustments and changes that accompany
the move to college. During the tennis
team’s fall season, Browne played on a
young squad with four other freshmen,
and by the time spring rolled around,
she was paired in doubles almost exclusively with classmate Edwina Stewart.
“All of us freshmen stuck together
when we had to balance getting work
done at night with needing some sleep
in order to function well for early-morn-

Mets hope to avoid last year’s end-of-season
collapse as 2008 campaign reaches its climax

MCT

Evan Longoria avoids a tag from Marlins second baseman Dan Uggla in the Tampa Bay Rays’ 15-3 win over
Florida on June 25. Everything seems to be working for the Rays these days, as the team is poised to capture
the AL East crown and make the playoffs for the first time in its 11-year history.

MLB

continued from page 19

wild card will likely go to the
Central runner-up. The Milwaukee
Brewers lead the chase and have
been one of the best teams in baseball since they traded for ace CC
Sabathia. He has a 1.60 ERA in nine
starts, completing five of the efforts,
and is a great complement to their
powerful offense, led by sluggers
Prince Fielder and Ryan Braun.
One should not overlook the
efforts of the St. Louis Cardinals
either. Pitching coach Dave Duncan
has once again transformed journeymen into more than suitable
starters (see Todd Wellemeyer,
Kyle Lohse), while Ryan Ludwick,
Rick Ankiel and their 55 combined
homers say that this offense is

about more than Albert Pujols.
In the East, the New York Mets
and Philadelphia Phillies are within one game of the division lead,
while the Florida Marlins are also
still alive in the race. The Mets and
Phillies have two of the strongest
offenses in the National League,
but it’s the pitching that will decide
this race. Johan Santana has been
great, but the rest of the Mets’
rotation has proven inconsistent
and the bullpen was terrible even
before the loss of Billy Wagner.
The Phillies have a young ace in
Cole Hamels and have finally gotten something out of Brett Myers,
who has put up a 1.94 ERA since
the break, but Philadelphia’s rotation depth and bullpen are equally
suspect. Look for another dramatic

finish to the race in the East this
year, lest anyone forget the Mets’
collapse last September.
In the West, the annual battle to
be the team with the worst record
in the playoffs continues. The Los
Angeles Dodgers made strong
moves in adding Manny Ramirez
and Greg Maddux, but the Arizona
Diamondbacks struck back by
adding slugger Adam Dunn, once
again making them the presumptive favorites to win the division.
While neither will finish with
an impressive record, both have
the chance to get hot come playoff time. It’s safe to say that no
team wants to face the fearsome
D-backs’ rotation of Brandon
Webb, Dan Haren and Randy
Johnson in a five-game series.

ing practices,” Browne said. “Especially
my doubles partner Edwina, we became
best friends through tennis, and then
we really got to experience a lot of
freshman year together.”
With so much in place to help firstyears settle into life as college athletes,
the athletic experience became enriching and fun for last year’s freshmen.
“I had a blast last season,” Rose said.
“I think it was perfect for me, because
I fit right in and was able to succeed at
this level right away. It’s not very often
that you can do that.”

Wiser team makes 2004 Athens
performance a distant memory
OLYMPICS

continued from page 19

the Americans did boast four
men in double figures.
Aside from James, Wade
and Anthony (all of whom
captained the United States
to bronze at the 2006 World
Basketball Championships),
the fourth scoring option was
none other than reigning NBA
MVP Bryant, who finally turned
out to don the red, white and
blue this summer.

In an international
tournament filled
with stellar defenses,
where the average
assist-to-turnover
ratio was sub-1, Team
USA created buckets
for its leading scorers
with ease, generating
a tournament-high
150 assists to go with
just 110 turnovers.
Bryant turned 30 this weekend, and with his twenties
behind him, the new Bryant
appeared to be a changed man
— one prepared to set aside his

own ego and assume a new role.
Bryant was an emotional leader and a defensive stopper for
Team USA, the type of player it
certainly could have used back
in Athens.
While Kobe established
himself as a team leader off
the floor, the Americans had
three leaders on it. Their trio of
point guards (Kidd, Chris Paul
and Deron Williams) was once
questioned as overkill. But in
hindsight, it now looks perfect.
The three point guards shared
the minutes and the ball with
ease, and all three were effective, especially Paul. While CP3
continued to be a question
mark on defense, constantly
gambling for steals at the risk
of giving up easy buckets, one
can’t argue with how he quarterbacked the American attack.
His 33 assists and nine turnovers speak for themselves.
As for Kidd, he cemented his
legacy as one of the most successful Olympic athletes the
world has ever seen. Obviously
there are some confounding
variables involved, as this may
have more to do with his superb
teammates than his own greatness, but Kidd will walk away
from international basketball
with an all-time record of 56-0.
As great as Michael Phelps
and Usain Bolt have been so far,
they still have a lot of work to do
to match that.
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Amherst College

Bates College

Middlebury College

Wesleyan University

Mascot: Lord Jeffs
Known for: Andrew “Bleeping” Olson, the
2008 graduate whose buzzer-beating threepointer cost the 2005-06 Tufts men’s basketball team a trip to the Div. III Elite Eight
Notable alumni: Former Red Sox GM
Dan Duquette (’80), Red Sox VP of Player
Personnel Ben Cherington (’96), former U.S.
President Calvin Coolidge (1895)
111 – Wins for the Amherst men’s basketball
team’s recently graduated seniors over the
course of their collegiate careers. The mark
tied the school record, with the class – led
by Olson – coming up short in the national
championship game, losing to Washington
University in St. Louis.

Mascot: Bobcats
Known as: The fledgling contender
Notable alumni: TV personality Bryant
Gumbel (’70), former U.S. Attorney
General Robert F. Kennedy (well, sort
of — he was in the Navy and he trained
there), Ted Williams’ son John Henry
Williams (again, we’re cheating — he
transferred to the University of Maine)
4 – Consecutive losses by the Bates
women’s basketball team to Bowdoin
in the NESCAC championship game.
The Polar Bears took down the
Bobcats every year between 2002 and
2006, when the Jumbos assumed the
losing role.

Mascot: Panthers
Known for: Dying dynasties in lacrosse
and ice hockey
Notable alumni: 2006 Olympic crosscountry skier Andrew Johnson (’02), Pete
Heimbold (’99), Brad Corrigan (’96) and
Chad Urmston of the jam band Dispatch,
TV’s “The Bachelor” winner Tessa Horst
(’03)
2 – Middlebury lacrosse teams that failed to
defend their NESCAC crowns in 2008. Both
genders were dismantled by the eventual
tournament winners in the semifinals, with
the women falling to Colby and the men to
Williams, marking the Panthers’ first-ever
Tournament losses on either side

Mascot: Cardinals
Known as: The most likable member of
the Little Three, whose other members
are Amherst and Williams
Notable alumni: Patriots head coach
Bill Belichick (’75), Jets head coach
Eric Mangini (’94), infamous Yankees
fan and interferer Jeffrey Maier, also
the baseball team’s all-time hits leader
(’06)
7 – The men’s soccer team’s seed entering the 2005 NESCAC Tournament. The
Cardinals upset Bowdoin, Williams and
Amherst on the way to a conference
title — the first for a No. 7 seed in any
sport in conference history.

A tutorial for all things

The (un)official and (un)balanced guide to understanding just what the heck a NESCAC is.
The great George Steinbrenner, longtime owner of the New
York Yankees, once said, “Winning is the most important thing
in my life, after breathing. Breathing first, winning next.” In the
fiercely competitive NESCAC, those words are ones to live by —
unless, of course, you go to Hamilton or Conn. College.
Established in 1971, the New England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) has cemented itself as one of the most
competitive blend of athletics and academics in the country
(in Div. III, that is). Home to the likes of Williams College,
Steinbrenner’s alma mater and a school that has won 10
straight Div. III Directors’ Cup championships, our conference

sets the standard for Div. III athletic competition.
But if you really want to get a feel for what the NESCAC is
all about, look no further than its assortment of accomplished
alumni. Whether you want to win the presidency, win the
Super Bowl or just win “The Bachelor,” the NESCAC is the place
for you.
And as a brand new school year commences this fall, 11
schools will once again battle and jostle among one another in
their pursuit of athletic triumph. Here now for your perusal are
a few tidbits and factoids to help guide you through the dense
jungle that is the NESCAC.

Connecticut College

Tufts University

Bowdoin College

Mascot: Camels
Known as: The conference doormat
Notable alumni: 2008 Olympic sailor
Amanda Clark (’05), MLB Hall of Fame
President Jeffrey Idelson (’86), ML Lacrosse
commissioner David Gross (’88)
14 – Bottom-half NESCAC finishes for the
Camels in their 21 sports during the 200708 school year. Five of the remaining seven
were fifth-place showings, while the volleyball team earned a school-high third
place finish.

Mascot: Jumbos
Known for: Always in the thick of playoff
contention but infamous for having trouble
winning the big one
Notable alumni: 1988 U.S. squash champion Richard Hashim, former Red Sox pitcher
and Cy Young winner Jim Lonborg (dental
school graduate ’83), 2004 Olympic equestrian silver medalist Peter Wylde (’88)
0 – Team national championships in
school history. But to be fair to us Jumbos,
who’s counting?

Mascot: Polar Bears
Known as: The best of the Maine schools
Notable alumni: U.S. Senator and Mitchell
Report author George Mitchell (’54), NHL player
Sean Starke (’03), former U.S. President Franklin
Pierce (1824)
6 – Number of goals allowed by the Bowdoin
field hockey team over the course of their
flawless 20-0 campaign in 2007. The Polar
Bears, on the other hand, scored 107 times
against their opponents en route to their first
national championship.

Colby College

Hamilton College

Williams College

Trinity College

Mascot: Mules
Known as: The quiet non-factor
Notable alumni: Former Celtics GM Jan Volk
(’68), former Red Sox pitcher Ed Phillips
(’66), abolitionist Elijah P. Lovejoy (1826)
11 – Final ranking for the Colby women’s
cross country team in the 2007 NCAA
Championship race. After falling out of the
top 35 earlier in the season, the Mules came
storming back to stun NESCAC heavyweights
Williams and Middlebury, who finished 14th
and 15th, respectively.

Mascot: Continentals
Known as: Part-time Liberty Leaguer, parttime NESCAC cellar-dweller
Notable alumni: Former NHL player Guy
Hebert (’89), behavioral psychologist B. F.
Skinner (’26), “The Office” writer and costar Paul Lieberstein (’89)
7 – Races, including the NESCAC championship race, won by Hamilton cross country runner Peter Kosgei. The sophomore
from Kenya fell just short of a national title,
placing second in the NCAA title race.

Mascot: Ephs
Known as: The Evil Empire
Notable alumni: Yankees owner George
Steinbrenner (’52), former baseball
commissioner Fay Vincent (’60), former U.S. president James A. Garfield
(1856)
12 – Directors’ Cup wins in the last 13
years. The Ephs just picked up their
10th straight Cup, awarded to the Div.
III school with the best overall athletic programs.

Mascot: Bantams
Known as: The safety school
Notable alumni: Blue Jays pitcher Jonah
Bayliss (’03), conservative journalist George
Will (’62), political news correspondent
Tucker Carlson (’92)
40 – Number of wins the football team
had in its last 41 games entering a Parents
Weekend clash with Tufts last fall. The
Jumbos derailed the Bantams, topping
them 16-10 and handing them just their
second loss since the 2001 season.
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Inside the Olympics

After bronze in Athens, redemption is golden for Team USA
by

Evans Clinchy

Daily Editorial Board

Somewhere along the way to eight
straight decisive wins on the world’s biggest stage, America’s 12 best basketball
players also found time to give rise to the
sports world’s new favorite cliché: “Play
for the letters on the front of the jersey,
not the name on the back.”
That’s the mantra we heard time and
again throughout Team USA’s summer
of redemption — from Kobe Bryant,
from LeBron James, from Jason Kidd,
and finally from leading scorer Dwyane
Wade upon completion of the USA’s 118107 win over Spain in this weekend’s
gold-medal game.
Anyone who watched this summer’s
Olympic Games now fully understands
what those words mean. This was an
unselfish, team-oriented brand of basketball that coach Mike Krzyzewski
brought to Beijing in 2008; while his
dream team of super-scorers was led
by much of the same nucleus as Larry
Brown’s squad in Athens ’04 (namely
James, Wade and Carmelo Anthony), it
operated much differently. This team
made the extra pass time and again
when necessary to find the open man,
and when it did, you’d better believe that
open man scored.
Team USA won its first seven games
in Beijing by an average of over 30
points before burying the Spaniards in
a barrage of threes to win the gold. But
the surprising thing about the lethal
American offense was that not all of
the electrifying dunks thrown down by
LeBron and D-Wade came from oneon-one posterizings on the fast break.
Team USA executed plays in the halfcourt offense like a true team — it’s hard
to believe these 12 guys had only been
together two months.
Part of this team’s maturation no
doubt came naturally with age. It might
have been a bit too ambitious to expect

MCT

LeBron James, Kobe Bryant and Dwyane Wade led Team USA to redemption four years after their third-place finish at the 2004 Olympics in
Athens. Wade averaged 16 points per game to lead the Americans, whose high-powered offense averaged 106 points per game in eight
convincing wins in Beijing.
James (age 19), Wade (22) and Anthony
(20) to bring home a gold medal in 2004
against the world’s most seasoned players. But with each of them four years
older, things changed.

Inside MLB

As school begins, MLB
enters the stretch run
by

David Heck

Daily Editorial Board

As the air gets cooler and summer starts to wind down, so does the
Major League Baseball season. And
while freshmen stream onto the
Tufts campus this week with clean
slates and a focus on first impressions, nobody in baseball has a
clean slate — we’re way past the
point of first impressions.
The undeniable story of the year
at this point is the success of the
Tampa Bay Rays. In the offseason
they altered their team name, uniforms and apparently their losing
ways as well. It’s only August and
they’ve easily surpassed their total of
66 wins last season, as well as their
previous team record of 70 wins.
So what’s been the difference?
While the offense has benefited
from the continued development
of young players such as catcher
Dioner Navarro and outfielder B.J.
Upton, as well as the addition of
young phenom infielder Evan
Longoria, pitching has made the
real difference for the Rays.
Scott Kazmir and James Shields
make up a legitimate 1-2 punch,
Andy Sonnanstine leads the team
with 13 wins and Matt Garza and
Edwin Jackson each sport sub-4.00
ERAs and winning records.
The bullpen is one of the deepest
in the majors, featuring veterans like
Troy Percival, Dan Wheeler, Grant
Balfour and Chad Bradford, as well
as youngsters J.P. Howell and Jason
Hammel. All of this has yielded a
team ERA of 3.69, good for second lowest in the majors. And they
have former No. 1 overall draft pick,
pitcher David Price, lingering in the
minor leagues, just waiting to make
an impact down the stretch and in
the playoffs.

That has left the two traditional
AL East powerhouses, the Boston
Red Sox and New York Yankees, in
less certain positions. The Red Sox
still appear poised to make the playoffs with the wild card lead thanks
to the best run differential in the
American League. Their rotation is
as deep as ever, and outfielder Jason
Bay has proven he can handle the
Beantown pressure.
Meanwhile, the Yankees are
lucky even to be in the discussion.
With injuries to pitchers ChienMing Wang, Phil Hughes and Joba
Chamberlain; outfielder Hideki
Matsui; and veteran catcher Jorge
Posada, this season has largely been
a write-off for the Bronx Bombers.
Unless hurler Carl Pavano and slugging catcher Ivan Rodriguez can
re-create some 2003 Marlins magic,
the franchise’s run of 12 straight
playoff appearances seems headed
to its end.
As for the AL Central, the Chicago
White Sox and Minnesota Twins
are battling for the division title,
while the second-place finisher will
vie with Boston — and perhaps New
York — for the wild card. The White
Sox have a team built on pitching
and the long ball, while the Twins
have again built a contender without many household names.
Minnesota’s young pitching has
proven up to the task, while the middle of their batting order Joe Mauer,
Justin Morneau and Jason Kubel is
nothing to scoff at. If they manage
to power into October baseball, GM
Bill Smith is in line for an Executive
of the Year award.
Moving over to the Senior Circuit,
it seems that the Chicago Cubs are
going to finish with the best record
in the National League, while the
see MLB, page 17

In an international tournament filled
with stellar defenses, where the average
assist-to-turnover ratio was sub-1, Team
USA created buckets for its leading scorers with ease, generating a tournament-

high 150 assists to go with just 110 turnovers. While lacking a Pau Gasol or a Yao
Ming to average 19-plus points a night,
see OLYMPICS, page 17
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Freshman Athletes

Class of 2011 shows move to college sports can be seamless
by Sapna

Bansil

Daily Editorial Board

With their performances last season, the Class of 2011’s student-athletes
made the jump from high school to college athletics seem easy.
The group was one of Tufts’ most
accomplished freshman classes in
recent memory, racking up 12 AllNESCAC selections across nine different sports. Four newly risen sophomores — Julia Browne (tennis), Colleen
Hart (basketball), Chase Rose (baseball) and Izzie Santone (softball) —
garnered conference Rookie of the Year
nods, with Browne and Hart also adding
regional honors to their awards hauls.
But as even this talented class can
attest, the transition to the college ranks
— and to one of the premier conferences
in Div. III — isn’t always seamless.
For the most highly-touted freshman
athletes, the challenges begin right from
day one, when they are forced to put their
high school careers in the past and prove
themselves all over again against stiffer
competition. Santone, a First Team AllState selection out of Connecticut her
senior year of high school, knew her
credentials wouldn’t guarantee success
at the collegiate level.
“I didn’t even think about my senior
year because it’s so different playing in
college as opposed to high school,” she
said. “I sort of just forgot about the past
and tried to start over … It was fun to
try to prove myself to everyone, but at
the same time, it was really difficult.”
The NESCAC, which produced nine
Div. III national champions during the
2007-08 season, is especially challenging for freshman athletes. With so many
elite teams all packed into the schedule,
newcomers to the conference have to
deal with a level of competitiveness.
“In high school, you have a lot of
matches where the competition is very
scattered, but in the NESCAC, there’s
never an easy match,” Browne said. “It
doesn’t really matter who’s playing in
what spot; everything’s competitive.”
At institutions like Tufts and other
schools in the NESCAC where academics take precedence over athletics, however, adjusting to the college
game requires more than just getting

used to the stiff opposition. In between
practices, road trips and tournaments,
student-athletes also have to find time
to tackle a heavy class schedule, and
freshmen unaccustomed to the rigors
of a college workload find that it often
makes for a difficult juggling act.
“When you get to finals, it’s very clear
that school comes first and that you
have to do well with your grades before
you succeed on the field,” Rose said.
“It’s tough to balance your time, but
that’s one of the things you need to do
if you’re going to play.”
For help dealing with these challenges, freshman athletes are able to
rely on the guidance of their coaches,
many of whom know full well how best
to ease their first-year players into the
fold. A prime example is Rose’s skipper,
25-year coaching veteran John Casey,
who played at Tufts himself and recently coached two of his sons — Brian (LA
’07), now a graduate student at Tufts,
and senior Kevin — through similar
transitions to the Hill.
“As soon as you get there, he’s the
guy you go to,” Rose said. “He helps you
pick your classes, and he has a baseball
player help you move in as soon as you
get there. It’s really nice to have that
when you come to a whole new school
and you don’t know anybody. You have
a coach who’s willing to help you with
anything and a whole team that’s there
for you.”
Hart, who started at point guard for
the women’s basketball team last season, had the added benefit of being
part of a veteran-laden starting five that
featured two juniors and two seniors.
While perhaps daunting at first, the
presence of so many upperclassmen
helped deflect much of the pressure off
of Hart, who was asked to step into the
Jumbos’ lineup from day one.
“They were really good about helping me, as well as the other freshmen,
adjust,” she said. “We were all a little
quiet, not as vocal in the beginning, and
they helped us be more comfortable in
all facets of the game. They made it so
that the actual playing wasn’t as stressful and foreign.”
But freshman athletes’ most valuable
resources might be their first-year teamsee FRESHMEN, page 17

Laura Schultz/Tufts Daily

Sophomore Julia Browne said that the solidarity among fellow freshmen during her rookie
year on the women’s tennis team helped her acclimate herself to a college lifestyle that balanced academics and athletics.

US Open

Heavy lies the crown: Nadal grabs top
seed from Federer as US Open begins
by

Thomas Eager

Daily Editorial Board

In what will certainly offer a
change of pace for tennis fans this
year, spectators at the US Open
in Flushing Meadows, N.Y. will
have the privilege of seeing a new
name sitting atop the seedings
of the men’s singles draw for the
fourth and final Grand Slam event
of the year.
For the first time since Feb. 2,
2004, Roger Federer of Switzerland
will not be the top seed in a major
event; that honor is reserved for
Rafael Nadal of Spain at this year’s
Open. After a breakout year for
the former world No. 2 Nadal, who
rose for the first time to the world
No. 1 spot on Aug. 18, the 22-yearold Spaniard enters his first Grand
Slam tournament as the seeded
favorite to take home his first US
Open title.
Nadal has posted a tremendous season that included wins
at Roland Garros and Wimbledon,
making him the first player since
Bjorn Borg in 1980 to ach ieve that
feat, while picking up a number
of other important tournament

MCT

Newly inaugurated world No. 1 Rafael Nadal seeks his third major title of
2008 and sixth of his career with a tournament victory at the US Open in
Flushing Meadows, N.Y.
wins including a gold medal at the
That said, any number of roadOlympics in Beijing on Aug. 17. The blocks stand in Nadal’s way at the
young gun has never looked better, Open, least of all Federer, who
providing ample justification for
his recent ascent to No. 1.
see US OPEN, page 17

Tufts finishes 15th in final Directors’
Cup rankings for 2007-08 year
After finishing the winter
season 12th in the United
States Sports Academy’s Div.
III Directors’ Cup standings,
Tufts slipped to 15th in the
year-end rankings released
on June 11.
An annual competition
between Div. III schools to
measure the achievements of
athletics teams, the Directors’
Cup awards points to programs based on rankings and
post-season performances.
The Jumbos added 183.5
points during the spring season, down from the record
271.5 points notched up during the winter season, to
bring the overall tally to 580.
Still, the year-end ranking
marked a slight improvement
from the ‘06-’07 result, when
the school finished 16th.
Tufts’ highest ranking ever
came two years ago when
the Jumbos attained the sixth
overall spot.
Tufts earned points for
four different squads during
the spring: softball, women’s
tennis, and both women’s
and men’s outdoor track and

field. Diver Kendall Swett
(LA ‘08), the Daily’s reigning
female athlete of the year,
earned points by winning
national championships in
both the 1-meter and 3-meter dives.
The NESCAC was well represented at the top of the
Directors’ Cup standings, as
the conference laid claim to
five of the top 25 spots.
Williams won the Directors’
Cup for the 10th consecutive season with 1120.25
points, 221.25 points ahead
of second-place Washington
University in St. Louis. The
top five included two other
NESCAC schools: Amherst
(fourth, 815 points) and
Middlebury (fifth, 813.5).
This fall, Tufts’ teams,
including last fall’s pointearners — the men’s cross
country, women’s soccer and
field hockey teams — will try
to build upon the program’s
spring finish and vault the
school off to a hot start in pursuit of Directors’ Cup glory.
—by Noah Schumer

